Sigmund Freud

mental process — topography:

- mental process:
  - unconscious → conscious
  - id → ego
  - it → I
  - pleasure → reality
  - principle → principle

- external stimuli → filter → unconscious: memories, feelings, thoughts
- internal impulses

- defense

- super-ego (over-I), guilt, conscience

identification-projection, authority

conflict / disturbance = neurosis

phases of sexual development:

- monad → dyad → triad (Oedipus Complex)
  - self + other
  - child + parent
  - authority
  - projection-identification

- oral
  - feeding, sucking

- anal
  - excretion

- genital
  - masturbation

- narcissism → ambivalence → love: ego-libido + object-libido — desire+fear to be / to have
  - (love+hate, desire+fear, attraction+repulsion,
    enjoyment+disgust, sadism-masochism)

- asexual → homosexual → heterosexual
  - (indifference)
  - (sameness)
  - (difference)